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IIoT Enablement

The RigNet IIoT Enablement portfolio offers a range of 
connectivity solutions to address all environmental, infrastructure, 
and data needs across the globe. From low data rate message-
based services to high data rate fixed ruggedized comms, 
IIoT Enablement solutions ensure whatever the application, 
the connectivity solution offers the best quality performance, 
regardless of location.

At RigNet, we understand that one of the greatest challenges 
facing remote site monitoring is the lack of a quality and 
consistent power source. Our range of IIoT connectivity services 
include terminals powered not only by traditional AC mains 
power, but also by DC, solar, and battery options. Our multi-
network capability provides superior path diversity to guarantee 
up-time, bringing with it a wide range of airtime plans and 
flexibility to meet all budgetary demands.

BGAN M2M

Inmarsat’s BGAN provides worldwide two-way IP data 
connectivity for low-volume, high frequency bursts of data and 
supports SCADA applications. A range of certified terminals is 
available for mobile and fixed use, providing remote management 
and performance options to suit different operational needs in 
the most extreme environmental conditions. M2M terminals are 
small, easy to install, and can increase the operation efficiency of 
your network.

EchoStar Mobile Portable Data Terminal (PDT)

A highly reliable mobile satellite service operating in the S-Band, 
this service brings 2-way IP-based IOT connectivity services to 
sites across Europe, Scandinavia and the North Sea. Whether as 
primary enabler for your digital transformation or the redundant 
link to your primary communications, the PDT terminal will ensure 
your processes, sensors and field crews are always connected, 
always productive and always online.

IsatData Pro

IsatData Pro is a global two-way short message service ideally 
suited to track and monitor fixed or mobile assets, providing 
increased visibility of business operations and enhanced 
efficiency, enabling greater safety and security for assets, cargo, 
and drivers.

ThurayaIP

ThurayaIP is a resilient broadband service for individual users and 
teams operating across Europe, the Middle East, Africa (some 
exceptions apply), and Asia. ThurayaIP provides broadband data 
services of up to 444kbps and asynchronous StreamingIP data 
starting from 16kbps, operating over a network optimized by 
Thuraya’s dynamic resource allocation which minimizes signal 
congestion in high-volume areas.

Global Cellular

RigNet’s Global Cellular service leverages over 600 agreements 
worldwide to provide data connectivity across the globe. With 
access to multiple in-country networks around the world via a 
single SIM card (some exceptions apply), users can be assured 
of the best possible service at site, without having to negotiate 
separate agreements with a variety of services providers in 
different countries. With flat rate charging (per zone), and by 
allowing devices to access a pool of data across multiple 
countries (in the same zone), RigNet’s Global Cellular service 
streamlines the global deployment of large numbers of devices.

VSAT SCADA

Frequently deployed as a data aggregator tying multiple sites 
together, RigNet’s Ku-Band VSAT SCADA network supports 
large volume, fixed cost usage in support of your SCADA 
operations. RigNet understands how critical SCADA operations 
are to your business and as such provides a dedicated network 
(including teleport) and 24/7 helpdesk specializing in SCADA 
deployments.

IIoT Enablement solutions will ensure that 
whatever the application, the connectivity 
solution offers the best quality performance, 
regardless of the location.



IIoT Enhancement

Intelie Live

Intelie Live sits on top of the cloud and provides a comprehensive 
software platform with ready acceleration features for real-
time machine learning based applications for industry critical 
operations. Client can start to see value in hours, or days, and 
continue the journey by creating new solutions or consuming 
from a marketplace. In other words, an innovative software as 
a service offer that works as an application acceleration layer to 
speed up time to value in digital transformation.

Industry Acceleration Building Blocks:

Collaboration & Automation

Chart over dashboards. Annotations over structured data. 
Operational micro-reports and micro-forms. Analytical task 
automation from one-click or using NLP. Frictionless knowledge 
base.

Visualization

Equipment schematics, industry specific charts, alarms visual 
integration. Dashboards designed to be updated real-time. New 
widgets can be installed from marketplace or developed.

Analytics

Purpose built language and processing engine for sensor / time 
series data to facilitate the development of real-time analysis. 
Ready algorithms to pick. Ability to integrate and orchestrate 
with different languages (e.g.Python) as microservices (e.g. 
Kubernetes).

Data Quality

Clock synchronization, specialized compression, sensors missing 
data handling and auto-switch, sensor naming normalization 
and unit conversion with pre-built maps, pre-build data quality 
analysis and reports.

Data Integration

Ready integrations with main industry standards, like OPC, ASCII 
over serial, Modbus WITS, and other industry tools, like OSIsoft 
PI, SQL databases, etc.

Remote Data Monitor

Remote Data Monitor (RDM) is a web-based SCADA monitoring 
solution that automatically polls and retrieves data from the 
remote site, presenting that data in useful and intuitive formats. 
Designed to support over 80 protocols, RDM works with almost 
any RTU/PLCte.

Features include:

- Secure 24/7 access 
- Automatic 24/7 alarm notifications via text and/or email 
- Fast installation and training 
-  Easily customizable interface to retrieve various types of data 

e.g. pressure, volume, temperature

- Integration into corporate accounting system

Remote Terminal

Remote Terminal Manager allows you to remotely monitor, 
control*, and update your BGAN, BGAN M2M and IsatData Pro 
terminals in the field through a web-based application.

 

 

Remote sites shouldn’t mean remote 
operations. With RigNet’s suite of IIoT 
Enablement services operations, processes 
and production can be monitored, controlled, 
and supported directly from HQ, reducing 
costs, risks and time to execution.



 

Enabling Intelligence. Delivering Results.

Features include:

-  Display of the online status of all terminals in your network

-  Alert notices when a data connection is set up, disconnected 
or lost

- Automatic or manual (re)activation of lost data connection

-  The ability to remotely activate or deactivate streaming data 
session

-  Position reports for an individual site or all sites combined on 
one map/screen

*  Terminal make and model determine the extent to which the terminal can be 
controlled remotely.

IIoT Enterprise

RigNet IIoT Enterprise brings to market the full power of our 
Managed Communications Services capability, providing end-to-
end, ‘sensor-to-server’ services. This service includes specifying 
the appropriate sensors and applications, defining the network, 
and integrating a customized solution based on your specific 
needs.

We provide full installation, maintenance and support services 
at a fixed monthly cost, allowing you to automate and enhance 
processes across all parts of your business.

RigNet services go far beyond those of traditional providers by 
including a suite of Over-the-Top (OTT) products and solutions 
focused on improving safety, minimizing risk, increasing efficiency 
and productivity, and providing for crew welfare.

Our approach ensures that regardless of your location and 
communication requirements, RigNet will deliver a world-class 
solution.

RigNet is your trusted connectivity solutions partner. We 
bring together the best in communications, networking, 
and collaboration services to provide global reach, superior 
performance, and maximum reliability for offshore assets, land-
based operations, and remote office locations.

Value Added Services

OneView360 is a single, unified platform providing detailed and 
transparent visibility of the spend and usage across all Inmarsat, 
Iridium, Thuraya and Global Cellular SIM cards. OneView360 
also allows customers to set alerts to manage and control high-
volume usage across the entire network, fleet and/or user base. 
Lastly, users can also log and track support tickets directly with 
the RigNet support team, with audit reporting for all open and 
resolved support tickets also available.

Features include:

- Activate, deactivate and suspend all SIM cards

- View, sort and download call data records

- View all current and historical invoices

- Log and report against all support tickets

- Set and view all high-volume usage alerts

-  Generate granular usage reports by product, service, SIM card, 
account and charging

- View detailed analysis of actual spent

Remote Firewall

The Remote Firewall service ensures that only safe and valid data 
is transmitted to and from your satellite terminal(s). The Firewall 
also allows you to define firewall settings, set up customizable 
rules for sites that you wish to have accessible or blocked via 
your satellite internet connection and provides keyword content 
filtering and control of traffic at the application level.

Users can log and track support tickets 
directly with the RigNet support team.

RigNet (NASDAQ:RNET) delivers advanced software and 
communications infrastructure that allow our customers to realize 
the benefits of digital transformation. With world-class, ultra-secure 
solutions spanning IP connectivity, IIoT big data enablement, and 
machine learning analytics, RigNet digitally enables our customers, 
empowering them to respond faster to issues, mitigate risk of 
disruption, and maximize their financial performance. RigNet is 
headquartered in Houston, Texas with operations around the world.

For more information
visit our website www.rig.net
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